


SUPER STUDIO For those who 

consider handmade, one-of-a-kind 

textiles as the ultimate luxury, New 

York atelier Studio Four offers a bespoke 

service that invites design clients to 

collaborate with the firm's weaver, 

Soraya Shah (above), to dream up 

singular palettes and textures for 

upholstery and wall coverings. Says 

designer Jeffrey Bilhuber, "With Studio 

Four, there's a creativity that goes 

beyond just sourcing products. When 

the fabric is unique, it brings energy to 

the project." studiofournyc.com 

-Jacqueline Terrebonne 

HEAVEN SCENTS Few things possess the ineffable allure of 

Murano glass, though an extraordinary perfume comes close. 

Celebrating that poetic combination, Didier Gu ii Ion, the head of 

Valmont cosmetics, launched a limited-edition line of the brand's 

II Profvmo fragrances in Murano-glass bottles. The series includes 

three scents, each produced in 9uantities ofjust a few dozen , 

Pictured is the Caramella D'Amore, a candy- and berry

accented fragrance in a curvaceous vessel embellished 

with a profusion of berries. "My mission," says 

Gu ii Ion, "is to help preserve the craftsmanship we 

still have in Europe." boutlquevalmon t.com -J .T. 

MAN OF STEEL "Gun-metal marquetry" is what Alexandr 

Zhikulin, a young designer in Baltimore, Maryland, calls 

his steel furnishings with surfaces that echo traditional 

straw inlays. "Genius, phenomenal craftsmanship" is how 

Benoist Drut of Maison Gerard describes the work, which 

his gallery now represents. Zhikulin starts by oxidizing the 

steel to give it a dark patina. "Then it's a reductive process to 

create the pattern:' he explains. "Each line is hand abraded:' 

It's labor-intensive, requiring about 100 hours to make the 

sunburst side table below-an homage to a Jean-Michel 

Frank classic. 'Tm equally drawn to frivolous gaud and 

cerebral minimalism:' says Zhikulin. "I think my work is an 

amalgam of the two:' maisongerard.com -Stephen Wallis 
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discover things. " ellew.com -J.T. uo 

https://ellew.com
https://maisongerard.com
https://boutlquevalmont.com
https://studiofournyc.com
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